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Abstract. The importance of SARS-CoV-2 molecule and especially its spike (S) protein defines the need of studying its 

structure and functions in deep. Main structural studies of viral fusion proteins, largely limited to X-ray crystallographic 

analysis for a long time, rely on cryo-electron microscopy nowadays, so the amount of high resolution data of spike 

protein is yet to growing up. The opportunity of applying computational methods for similarity detection between protein 

molecules for further analysis of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, based on these precise-enough data is considered in this 

paper. Biological background and the research problem definition are presented first, followed by a survey of protein 

structure comparison methods, which are reportedly used for studying SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Conclusions are made 

about future investigations in the area. 

INTRODUCTION 

People have suffered coronavirus’s outbreaks more than once [1].  However, the last one is unprecedented with 

its worldwide spread and consequences in all spheres of life. At the end of 2019 cases of unidentified pneumonia 

with clinical characteristics, similar to those of viral pneumonia, were reported in Wuhan, China [2]. The analysis of 

the cases showed, that the pneumonia is caused by a novel coronavirus [3]. The virus was named “severe acute 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2” (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease – COVID-19. Only three months later, the 

number of cases outside China increased 13-fold and the number of countries with cases increased 3-fold [4]. The 

World Health Organization (WHO) on March 11, 2020, has declared the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak a 

global pandemic. As of 25 April 2022 there have been more than 507 500 000 confirmed cases, including 6 220 390 

deaths [5].  

As a coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 molecule contains four structural proteins: spike (S), envelope (E), membrane 

(M) and nucleocapsid (N) [6]. A key component is the spike – class 1 viral fusion protein that promotes host 

attachment and fusion of the viral and cellular membranes during entry [7]. As a consequence, S determines host 

range and cell tropism. S is also the main target of neutralizing antibodies elicited during infection and the focus of 

vaccine design [6]. These features of spike protein define its importance and determine the need of studying its 

structure in deep.  

Most structural studies of class 1 viral fusion proteins were largely limited to X-ray crystallographic analysis for 

a long time [6]. In the past few years, however, technical advances in single-particle cryo-electron microscopy 

(cryoEM) led to the first structures at high-enough resolution to obtain an atomic model and the amount of precise 

data is yet to growing up. Based on these data, the opportunity of applying computational methods for similarity 

detection between protein molecules for further analysis of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is considered in this paper. 

Biological background and the research problem definition are presented first, followed by a survey of protein 

structure comparison methods, which are reportedly used for studying SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. 



BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

SARS-CoV-2 is a single-stranded RNA-enveloped virus, which is approximately 30000 nucleotide bases in 

length [8, 9]. Part of them encodes a surface glycoprotein – the spike protein, which binds to the host-cell receptor 

and mediates the viral entry [10]. These functions of the spike protein, which determine its importance, are supposed 

to be closely related with its structure.  

Proteins, and spike protein in particular, possess a complex 3D structure. Four different structure levels can be 

distinguished: primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary. 

Primary structure 

Proteins are composed of amino acids, bonded together in polypeptide chains. Each amino acid consists of Cα 

atom, amino group (NH2), carboxylate group (COOH) and a specific side chain (R) – Fig. 1.  The primary structure 

of a protein refers to the sequence of the amino acids in the polypeptide chain. 

  
(a) (b) 

              

 FIGURE 1. (a) Amino acid structure (b) Polypeptide chain 

 

The total length of SARS-CoV-2 S protein is 1273 amino acids and consists of a signal peptide (amino acids 1–

13), the S1 subunit (14–685 residues), and the S2 subunit (686–1273 residues); the last two regions are responsible 

for receptor binding and membrane fusion, respectively [11].  

Secondary structure 

The chain of the amino acids is not a straight line. It can fold into α-helixes and β-sheets – Fig. 2, due to 

hydrogen bonds. α-helixes and β-sheets (composed of β-strands) are called secondary structure elements and define 

the secondary structure of the protein. 

 

  

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. (a) α-helix (b) β-sheet, composed of four strands (c) Structure of SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein Trimer, chain A – 

6ZP2.pdb [12]. All images are components in protein structures, deposited in PDB - rcsb.org [13] 

http://www.rcsb.org/


Tertiary and quaternary structure 

Secondary structure elements are folded further into a compact structure. When it contains only one protein 

molecule (polypeptide chain), with possible several domains, it is called tertiary structure – the 3D shape of the 

protein. When two or more polypeptide chains are bonded together and function as a single unit, the 3D structure of 

the aggregation is called quaternary structure. 

STRUCTURE COMPARISON AND SIMILARITY DETECTION OF SPIKE   

PROTEINS – PROBLEM SPECIFICS 

Three main tasks can be defined in the process of comparison of two protein molecules and evaluation of their 

structural similarity – Fig. 3: 

1. The way of representation of protein structure has to be chosen first – that is the model of the molecule. The 

geometric properties at preferred structure level are extracted for each protein molecule and they compose 

the models.  

When the process of study of spike proteins is focused at primary structure level, an enormous number of 

structure elements (i.e. 1273 amino acids with coordinates of their atoms) has to be considered. In order to 

decrease the complexity and simplify the presentation of the proteins at this level and its processing, each 

amino acid can be presented with part of its atoms – for example Cα atoms only.  

When the process of study is focused at secondary structure level, the number of structure elements – helices 

and sheets or strands, to be considered is 30-40 times less than atoms at primary structure level. The models 

would be simpler, but not so detailed and accurate. 

Presentations of proteins at tertiary or quaternary structure level would possess higher level of abstraction. 

2. Appropriate algorithm has to be applied in order to compare the models.  

3. An adequate measure has to be selected at the end of the process to interpret the results of comparison 

algorithm and to draw a conclusion about the degree of structural similarity between compared protein 

molecules.  

 
FIGURE 3. The process of structure comparison and similarity detection between protein molecules 

PROTEIN STRUCTURE COMPARISON METHODS AND THEIR APPLICATION 

FOR STUDING SARS-COV-2 SPIKE PROTEIN 

Different approaches can be distinguished in protein structure comparison methods, which are reportedly used 

for studying SARS-CoV-2 spike protein - Fig. 4. Models of the proteins are mainly at primary or secondary 



structure level, a rare case is a tertiary structure model. There is also a combined presentation at both – primary and 

secondary level. Comparison is achieved by superimposing the models or by applying protein structure comparison 

algorithms. There is also a variety of measures, which are used to evaluate the degree of structural similarity 

between compared protein molecules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. Approaches, reportedly used in structure comparison of SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins 

Structure Comparison and Similarity Detection of Spike Proteins Using Superimposition 

Superimposition is one of the approaches used for structure comparison of spike proteins in research papers 

considered [14], [15], [16]. Protein molecules are presented at primary (crystal) structure level mainly and models 

are superimposed. The degree of similarity is evaluated visually or by applying a measure like RMSD [17], TM 

score [18], MaxSubs score [19] or GDT score [20]. In cases with visual collation, an appropriate viewer is needed 

[21], [22] for detailed representation of compared proteins. 

Analysis of the approach: In the process of similarity detection between protein molecules by superimposition, 

the comparison method consists of “overlaying” two compared protein structures to find the best fitting between 

them. The most significant part in the process is the measure, chosen to interpret the results of the fitting and to 

decree the degree of similarity. 

 RMSD – Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) is one of the preferred quantitative measures for similarity 

between two superimposed protein structures. It is calculated by eq. 1 and uses the distances between the 

coordinates of equivalent atoms after superimposition. 
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RMSD is an excellent choice for a measure, when compared protein structures are almost identical [23], but 

even small differences decrease its effectivity. The average value of RMSD depends on the length [24] and 

the resolution [25] of compared structures. It is also strongly affected by the most deviated fragments in 

compared structures. 

 TM score and GDT score overcome some of the dependencies of RMSD. TM score is a scoring function, 

which overcomes the length dependency of RMSD and it is suitable also for comparing proteins with 

different lengths. GDT score can be applied successfully for structures with deviated fragments. 

 Visual comparison of protein structures can be used for similarity detection between proteins with high 

degree of similarity, as well as can be applied for studying visually in details the small differences between 

them. 

Superimposition is an approach, which is reportedly applied for comparison of protein molecules at primary 

structure level mainly, rare at secondary structure level. Regardless of the level of the model or the similarity 

measure used, superimposition can be effectively applied for comparison of protein molecules only if there are some 

known pivots at the beginning of the process, which are supposed to be corresponding elements (atoms, helices or 

sheets) at the end of the comparison.  

Structure Comparison of SARS-CoV-2 Spike Proteins 

Model of the protein: 

/level of presentation/ 

- primary structure 

- secondary structure 

- tertiary structure 

- combined approach 

 

Comparison method: 

- Superimposition 

- TM-align 

- CMView 

- PDBeFold 

 

Measure: 

- RMSD 

- TM-score 

- GDT score 

- MaxSub score 

- LDDT score 

 



Studying Spike Proteins with Protein Structure Comparison Algorithms 

Generally, in the process of studying SARS-Cov-2 spike protein by similarity detection, tools for protein 

structure analysis are preferred [14], [26], [27], [28], [29], based on algorithms for protein structure comparison. 

Three of them stand out for comparison of spike proteins in considered research papers – TM-align [30], CMView 

[31] and PDBeFold [32]. 

Comparative analysis: A summary of comparative analysis of these tools, especially their protein structure 

comparison features, which are used in studying spike proteins, is presented in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Comparative analysis of the algorithms 

Tool Name  Level of Presentation 

Basic Data 

Structure for 

Presentation  

Techniques and Approaches, Used in 

Comparison 

Complexity 

of the 

Problem 

TM-align Both – secondary and 

primary structure 

2D array Dynamic programming and 

heuristic iterative alignment 

 

NP 

CMView Primary structure/ 

Combined approach 

2D array Branch and bound approach / 

Softassign and dynamic 

programming 

 

NP 

PDBeFold Both – secondary and 

primary structure 

Graph Graph matching algorithm and fast 

optimal superposition 

NP 

 

All three tools propose features, which present compared protein structures at both – secondary and primary 

structure level. TM-align employs the coordinates of backbone Cα atoms of the given protein structures in 

conjunction with secondary structure elements. The distances between structural elements are modelled with two-

dimensional arrays – distance score matrices, secondary structures score matrices or combination of both. CMView 

also uses two-dimensional arrays for models – distance matrices and contact maps.  A contact map [33] is defined as 

a matrix, filled with all distances between pairs of preferred structural elements to be compared - Cα atoms, amino 

acids or secondary structure elements. PDBeFold differs in basic data structure type – it presents proteins with 

graphs, built on the protein's secondary-structure elements. α-helixes and β-strands are presented as vertices in the 

graph model. An edge between two vertices is labelled with a property vector, composed of edge length and angles, 

which define mutual positions and orientations of all vertices in the graph. 

After constructing, the models of the proteins have to be compared and the tasks are known as “distance matrices 

alignment problem”, “contact map overlap problem” and “maximum common subgraph problem”, respectively. All 

these problems are proven to be NP-complete [34]. It is a “challenge” for comparison algorithm to find an optimal 

solution in an acceptable time. Different techniques and approaches are applied to solve the problem. TM-align uses 

three kinds of quickly identified initial alignments at the beginning. The first initial alignment is between the 

secondary structures (SS) of two proteins using dynamic programming [35]. The second type of initial alignment is 

based on the gapless matching of two structures. The third initial alignment is also obtained by dynamic 

programming, but the score matrix is a combination of the SS score matrix and the distance score matrix selected in 

the second initial alignment. The above-obtained initial alignments are submitted to a heuristic iterative algorithm.  

CMView aligns distance matrices by applying Branch and bound approach [36] or contact maps – by softassign and 

dynamic programming [37]. PDBeFold uses graph matching algorithm, the results from which are set as a starting 

point of an iterative three dimensional alignment of protein backbone Cα atoms. 

Comparison of protein molecules at atomic level (primary structure level), which can be found as a feature in all 

three comparison algorithms, discussed above, has a significant advantage: the models of the proteins can be 

classified as detailed and accurate, with plenty of structural information. The huge amount of information (1273 

Cα atoms or distances between them), however, is hard to be processed in an acceptable time, because the problem is 

NP-complete. In order to speed up the comparison, different approaches are used: heuristic algorithms are used or 

some initial alignments at higher level of abstraction are applied first.  

Models at secondary structure level, on the other hand, are more compact and easy for construction and 

processing. However, the structural information on this level only, is not sufficient to achieve accurate comparison. 

This is also a reason, algorithms to use comparison at secondary structure level as initial fast steps followed by 

refinement of comparison at primary structure level. To increase the accuracy of the model, the geometric properties 



of the molecules – mutual positions and orientations of the modelled structural elements, distances, angles, 

overlapping, have to be considered. 

Application of Structure Comparison and Similarity Detection in Studying SARS-CoV-2 

Spike Protein 

Protein structure comparison methods, discussed above, give a solution to one basic task when studying protein 

molecules. Generally, the degree of similarity between two compared proteins can be determining in structural 

analysis and classification of proteins, can be applied for model assessment in protein structure prediction, can help 

in structure-based functional analysis or drug design. In particular, quality assessment of predicted protein structure 

models and structural analysis of spike proteins can be distinguished as main applications of the discussed protein 

structure comparison methods in research papers considered [14], [15], [16], [26], [27], [28], [29]. 

 Quality assessment of predicted protein structure: due to technical and time limitations, the amount of 

high resolution data of spike protein is yet to growing up. So, an essential task at the beginning of the 

process of structural investigations of spike protein often is prediction of its unknown secondary and tertiary 

structure, based on the sequence of the amino acids, which compose it. The predicted model is compared 

with an experimental structure and the quality of the prediction is evaluated by the degree of similarity 

between them. In most cases, quality assessment is achieved by comparing predicted and experimental 

structure models (which are supposed to be highly similar) with superimposition and evaluating the degree 

of similarity with a measure like like RMSD, TM-score, MaxSubs score, GDT score or superimposition-free 

LDDT score [38]. TM-align and CMView are also used for quality assessment of predicted models [27].  

 Structural analysis of spike proteins: according to [16], clustering analysis based on structural similarity 

between SARS-CoV-2 strains could reflect the current characteristics of the pandemic more accurately than 

those based on the protein sequence. The study suggests that structural similarity can be a new way to 

classify SARS-CoV-2 strains and applies comparison methods in conjunction with similarity measures like 

RMSD and TM-score for that purpose.  In [14] comparison of the SARS CoV 2 spike protein with other 

human-infecting coronaviruses is based on superimposition, TM-align and CMView. In [28] receptor 

binding motifs of SARS CoV 2 spike protein are compared by TM-align and PDBeFold.  

 Protein structure comparison algorithms are also included in researches, dedicated to drug screening and 

design [26]. 

CONCLUSION 
 

Despite the small amount of high resolution data of SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins at the atomic level, there are 

researches in the area, in which protein structure comparison methods are applied in order to study the S protein. 

Proposed approaches present spike proteins at primary, secondary, rare tertiary or combined (primary and 

secondary) structure level and use superimposition or protein structure comparison algorithms to detect similarity 

between compared proteins. All protein structure comparison methods, chosen for studying SARS-CoV-2 spike 

protein in research papers considered, can be described as well known, online available tools with set of options the 

user to select from. So, two directions for future work in the area can be defined: 1) protein structure comparison 

method to be proposed, in which balance is found between precise enough model of protein molecules, fast and 

accurate comparison algorithm and adequate measure for similarity detection; and 2) a complex tool for protein 

structure analysis to be developed, based on proposed method, with appropriate features and user-friendly interface 

for scientists to work with. 
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